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Abstract 
Over 1.62 lakh firms haven't been winding up business activities for 

long are deregistered and a series of action against such shell firms are 

taken, aforementioned the Minister of Finance, Mr. Arun Jaitely. 

Registrar of firms (ROC), by the virtue of power presented below 

Section 248, will take away defunct and shell firms. There are firms that 

haven't been doing their annual filings of their financials for few years or 

additional. Such firms(which haven't done their statutory filings) ar so 

deemed (by RoC) to not be carrying on their business. 

These actions of government have caused an enormous upheaval to the 

companies that were carrying on the bonafide business (but haven't done 

their statutory filings). Though the roc should have served notices as 

mandated below Section 248 on the registered email ids of the businesses 

before putting them off, however in several cases, there have been 

complaints of not receiving any notice. The "Strike Off" mode was 

introduced by the MCA vide aforementioned notification. The provisions 

with reference to cross out offer a chance to the defunct firms to induce 

their names struck off from the records of the roc. 

Key Words:Suo moto, registrar of companies, struck off, revival of 

company, removal of name. 
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1. Research Problem 

Whether the ROC have the power to remove the name of the company from the 

list of registered company? 

2. Objectives 

The provisions relating to striking off names from the Register underneath New 

companies Act, 2013 has not but enforced and conjointly the provisions of Act 

1956 has been dealt throughout this chapter. Section 560 of the companies Act, 

1956 defines the law and procedure for striking off the names of defunct firms 

that are not carrying on any business, from the register of companies maintained 

by the Registrar. This is often another to winding up of a company subject to 

statutory criterion nominative beneath the section. Provisions regarding 

Dormant Company have already been notified under companies Act 2013 and 

also the procedural aspects are dealt during this chapter.  

3. Hypothesis 

HO: The ROC may remove the name of the company from the list when there 

is no proper document produced. 

Ha: The ROC may not remove the name of the company from the list when 

there is no proper document produced. 

4. Research Method 

This research on the study on revival of the company is done by secondary 

sources. It is a doctrinal research & sources referred are books, journals, cases, 

online sources, research articles. 

5.  Introduction 

On incorporation of an organization under  the companies  Act, the Registrar of 

company (ROC) provides  a Certificate of Incorporation to the corporate 

certifying that the corporate named within the Certificate has inherit existence 

from the date of issue of the Certificate and its name has been entered within the 

Register of companies maintained by the ROC. Each company thus registered is 

allotted a singular positive identification in one consecutive series known as 

Corporate Identification Number (CIN). A personal company will take steps to 

begin business enumerated within the object clause of the memorandum and a 

public company is needed to get certificate of commencement of business 

before it commences business or exercises borrowing powers.
1
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Once registered, the name of the company cannot be far away from the Register 

unless it's dissolved by the interference of law, either as results of its winding up 

or upon its merger with another company. However, just in case the company 

could be a defunct company, the companies Act provides a short-cut to the 

winding up method, particularly striking the name of the Company off the 

Register of company by the ROC under Section 560 of companies Act, 1956. 

So it's another mode of dissolution to the winding-up of a corporation provided 

the corporate doesn't have adequate realizable assets nor has such assets as 

wouldn't be adequate to fulfill the prices of liquidation. 

The provisions of section 248(1) of companies Act, 2013 concerning Power of 

Registrar to get rid of name of company from register of company and 

provisions of section 252 concerning revival of company struck off from the 

record of the Registrar.
2
 

6. Review of Literature  

Registrar of company(ROC), by the virtue of power given below Section 248, 

will take away defunct and shell firms. There area unit firms that haven't been 

doing their annual filings of their financials for few years or a lot of. Such firms 

(which haven't done their statutory filings) area unit thus deemed (by RoC) to 

not be carrying on their business.(CS Mohit Saluja,2018).As all ROC‟s has 

issued show cause notices to the companies fallen u/s 248(1) (c). In notice ROC 

mentioned that it will mark the corporate if acceptable reply not filed inside 

thirty days and mythical creature can take acceptable action against the 

administrators.(CS Divesh Goyal,2017). The author deals about the history of 

striking off with relevance to the companies act, 1956 and also with relevant 

case laws(CS. Devendra V Deshpande,2017).The provisions with reference to 

cross off give a chance to the defunct companies to urge their names struck far 

from the records of the roc. additionally to the provisions of the Act with 

reference to strike off, MCA has conjointly issued the companies (Removal of 

Names of firms from the Register of Companies) Rules 2, 2016 ("Rules") to be 

effective from identical date i.e. 26.12.2016 so as to produce procedural side of 

strike off underneath the Act.(Kumardeep,2017). Section 560 of the companies 

Act, 1956 deals with the facility given to Registrar to strike defunct company 

off register. Section 560 (5) of the Act deals with the procedure for putting off a 

reputation of the corporate.(GOVINDARAJAN,2015). The author expressed 

about the nature, functions, and realities of board of directors and other 

governing bodies, understands the major aspect such as corporate governance, 

theories of corporate governance, comparative perspective.(Tricker and Tricker 

2015). With regard to the industrial sector the annual growth rate 5.7 percent 

during 1950 - 1986 also appear to be the modest although it was higher than the 

growth rate of 2 percent noted during the first half of the 20th century.(Khanka 

                                                
2
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1995).The subject of this thesis is that the operation of company financial 

condition law in post-colonial Bharat. Indian company financial condition law 

has been wide condemned as dysfunctional, critics protesting of maximum 

delays and a series of associated partners to creditors within the disposal of 

formal proceedings.(van Zweiten 2012). On the role played by the Board for 

Industrial and Financial Reconstruction in dealing with industrial sickness in 

India and discusses the outline of Sick Industrial Companies (Special 

Provisions) Act, 1985.(Narayanan and India 1994).The sin qua non of industrial 

sickness is that production fails to take care of cost-effectiveness, such a lot so 

the firm fails to satisfy the ruined value. corporations that can't maintain 

competitive potency face the truth of obtaining sick.(Datta 2013).Abnormal 

fluctuations in a very firm's relative position among the industry to that it 

belongs ought to be expressly accustomed confirm illness at the early 

stage.(Dholakia 1989). The application shall be accompanied by a certificate 

from an auditor or from a panel of auditors prepared by the Tribunal indicating 

(a) The reasons of the net worth of such company being fifty per cent or less 

than fifty per cent; or (b) The default in repayment of its debt making such 

company a Sick Industrial Company, as the case may be.(Reddy 2013). The 

developing countries particularly stress the small scale industries to increase 

employment opportunities for the labour force.(Panda 1992). 

  Definition of Defunct Company 

The expression “defunct company” according to Section 560 of companies act, 

1956, means that “an organization that isn't operative or functioning or not 

carrying on any business or operating”. Usually it's evident from the most recent 

accessible balance sheet of an organization. Again, if an organization isn't filing 

its record for several years then additionally the involved Registrar of 

companies (ROC) has cheap cause to believe that the corporate isn't operating.
3
 

A company that is within the course of being wound-up voluntarily remains 

operational among the means of the section [Langlagate Proprietary Co. (1912) 

28 TLR 529]. A company, though not carrying on business, is also operational. 

[Central Bharat Mining Co. v. Society Coloniale (1920) 1KB 753] Corporations 

if it‟s in operation as corporations for doing something in reference to its past 

obligations or to avoid future medium of exchange liability are deemed to be 

operational. Such corporations can't be dissolved by following the procedure 

mentioned in Sec. 560 of the Act. 

 Power of ROC to struck off the name of the Company 

Under section 248, the Registrar of company has been authorized to cross out 

names of these companies who aren't carrying on any business or aren't 

operating when following the prescribed procedure given in the section. Once 

glad, the ROC shall strike the name of the company off the Register, and shall 

publish notice thence within the Official Gazette and also the company stands 
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dissolved.
4
 

The Registrar isn't bound to take away a company from the register, even if 

associate degree application has been created for the aim, and it's come back to 

his notice that the company isn't functioning or that its members are reduced to 

but seven. Wherever the item of the applying to the Registrar under this section 

is to avoid liability on a suit unfinished against the company, the application 

should be rejected. 

Under two circumstances ROC can be struck off to the names of company 

under liquidation. 

Firstly, wherever a company is being aroused and therefore the ROC has 

affordable cause to believe that no liquidator is acting. 

Secondly, if he finds that the affairs of the company are fully aroused, and 

therefore the needed returns aren't forthcoming from the liquidator appointed 

for a amount of six consecutive months. In these two circumstances as 

mentioned higher than, the ROC according to Section 248(4) of companies Act, 

2013 needs to send a notice by registered post regarding striking off its name 

from the Register to the company, if no liquidator is acting and to the liquidator, 

if the desired returns aren't forthcoming from him. 

 

 Position of Creditor of the Company after Striking Off 

The striking off the name of a corporation does not materially have an impact 

on the creditors of the corporate, as a results of such creditor may- 

 Enforce their claims against each director, secretaries and treasurers, 

manager or the other officer of the company and against each member of 

the company as if the name of the company had not been struck off; the 

liability being restricted to the one existing before the dissolution of the 

company
5
. The liability is not increased like creating them in person liable 

once they weren't therefore liable before. Shrikishen Dhoot v. 

Kamalapurkar, (1965) 1 Comp LJ 233; or 

 Shall apply to the court for the winding-up of the company whose name has 

been struck off; or 

 apply to the court, at any time within twenty years from the date of 

publication of the notice intimating that the name of the company has been 

stricken off, for the restoration of the name of the company to the Register 

of companies and on such application being created, court could order the 

                                                
4
https://www.google.co.in/search?q=revival+of+companies+struck+off+by+cs&oq=revival+of+companies+s

truck+off+by+cs&aqs=chrome..69i57j35i39.24553j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8# 
5
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name of the company to be restored to the register. 

 Restoration of Company 

A company dissolved under section 248 can be restored on the Register of 

company by order of the tribunal and while restoring, the Court might, by the 

order, provide such directions and build such provisions as seen only for placing 

the company and all other person persons within the same position as nearly as 

if the name of the company had not been struck off.[3] 

An application for restoration will solely be created by the company, member or 

creditor. It should be shown that at the date once the company was dissolved, 

the petitioner was a member or creditor therefore, and anyone, whether or not in 

cognitive content of the dissolution or not, who alleged to become a member or 

creditor afterward, wasn't therefore qualified. One, who acquires shares or a 

debt of a company whose name has been struck off the register, and who at the 

time of acquisition has information of that reality, isn't a „person aggrieved‟ 

among this sub-section. 

A third party unless he's a individual has no locus standi to apply. The 

expressions “member” or “creditor” employed in sub-section (3) of Section 252 

includes the representatives of a deceased member or creditor. 

When a suit is really unfinished against an company and is being oppose by it at 

the time of removal of its name from the register, it is to direct the restoration of 

the name of the corporate, notably once the director were awake to the actual 

fact of the oppose proceedings and were really participating in it. 

 Procedures to Strike Off the Name of the Company by the Registrar 

Section 248 enumerates the procedure for striking off the name of defunct 

company that isn‟t carrying on any business, from the register of company 

maintained by the Registrar. The Registrar‟s satisfaction that the company isn't 

carrying on business is to be supported the records obtainable with him, 

significantly in respect of the companies that haven't filed the prescribed 

returns/documents, e.g., annual returns and balance-sheets for the past years.
6
 

The name of a company may also be struck off by the ROC at the instance of 

the company under this section. 

 (i) Suo moto power of registrar 

The registrar shall strike off the name of the company on his own motion by the 

following procedure: 

1) Letter of enquiry: wherever the Registrar has reasonable cause to believe 

that a company isn't carrying on business or in operation; he shall send to the 

                                                
6
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company by post a letter inquiring whether or not the corporate is carrying on 

business or operative. The company ought to tend one month time to reply. 

2) Notice of striking off: If the Registrar doesn't among one month of causation 

the letter mentioned above receive any answer to that, send to the company 

second letter bearing on the primary letter, and stating that   

No answer to the primary letter has been received; and 

If a solution isn't received to the second letter among one month from the date 

there from, a notice are published within the Official Gazette with a read to 

striking the name of the company off the register. This second letter ought to be 

sent among fourteen days once the ending of one month once causation the 

primary letter and it ought to be sent by registered mail. 

3) Final notice of striking off: Either receives a solution from the company to 

the impact that it is not carrying on business or operational, or doesn't among 

one month when causation the second letter receives any answer; he might 

proceed to strike the company off the Register of companies. This can be done 

by taking two steps: 

(a) sending for publishing in the Official Gazette, a notice to the impact that, at 

the expiration of two months from the date of that notice, the name of the 

company mentioned during this will, unless cause is shown to the contrary, be 

affected off the register and so the corporate square measure dissolved; and 

(b) Sending to the company also on the income-tax authorities the above-named 

notice by registered post. Similar procedure of publication of the notice in 

official Gazette shall be adopted by the Registrar just in case of a company in 

liquidation, wherever the Registrar is glad that either no liquidator is acting or 

that the affairs of the company are fully aroused and therefore the returns 

needed to be filed by the liquidator haven't been filed for a amount of six 

months. A copy of such notice shall even be forwarded to the company or the 

liquidator, as applicable, by registered post.
7
 

(4) Notification and removal of the name: At the ending of three months from 

the date of the notice mentioned above, the Registrar could, unless cause to the 

contrary is antecedently shown by the company, strike its name off the register, 

and shall publish notice there from within the Official Gazette. On the 

publication within the Official Gazette of this notice, the company shall stand 

dissolved. A model notification revealed within the Official Gazette is set out 

below. 
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(ii) Striking-off the Name on Company’s Application 

The Registrar will exercise the ability presented on him by section 248, once 

associate application is received by him from the company for striking it off the 

register on the ground that it's a defunct company, i.e. it's not carrying on 

business or operating. The subsequent procedure ought to be followed: 

1.Resolution from the board: Although section 248 doesn't therefore stipulate, 

it might be suggested to pass a resolution by the Board of directors of the 

company to the result that an application be created to the Registrar of 

companies to own the company struck off the Register of companies under 

section 248. Model Board resolution is placed on Annexure I at the top of the 

study. 

2. Application made to the Registrar: An application should be made to the 

Registrar in e-form no.61 in electronic mode for striking the company off the 

Register and declaring it as a defunct company, consistent to the Board 

resolution. the appliance in e-form 61 ought to be accompanied by: 

(a) Copy of Board Resolution; 

(b) Detailed application 

(c) Nil balance sheets; 

(d) AN affidavit by a minimum of two directors (including managing or      

whole- time director) to the impact that the company has no assets or liabilities 

which it's not been carrying on any business or operation, should be filed with 

the Registrar of companies punctually supported by the most recent balance 

sheet. 

(e) An indemnity bond by two directors (at least one among them ought to be 

managing or whole-time director) to the impact that liabilities of the corporate, 

if any, are going to be met by them, even when the name of the corporate is 

affected far from the register below section248. 

(f) The other information is often provided as a facultative attachment. 

3. Any more information demanded in respect of this application ought to be 

filed electronically with the ROC in Form No. 67 as a supplement.
8
 

4. Notification and striking-off: On receipt of the appliance, the Registrar, if 

happy concerning the correctness of the appliance as regards the elemental 

condition stipulated in section 248 and so the DCA‟s (now Ministry of company 

Affairs) tips for putting corporations off, would possibly proceed to strike the 

name of company off the Register, and shall publish notice there from inside the 
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Official Gazette. 

 Impact of Restoration 

The result of an order of restoration of the name of a company under this 

section is to position the company whose name was stricken off by the Registrar 

within the same position as if the name of the company had never been stricken 

off throughout the lag. If a court of competent jurisdiction directs restoration of 

the name of the company, it shall be deemed to possess continued throughout. 

The impact that the company ought to be “deemed to own continued breathing 

as if its name had not been stricken off” wasn't solely that the company 

existence of the corporate was preserved, however was conjointly retrospective, 

in order that at the date of the hearing of the applying the corporate was to be 

thought to be ne'er having been dissolved.
9
 

Another consequence was that the rights of all parties would be as if there had 

been no surcease or interruption within the existence of the corporate on 

account of the striking off and resulting restoration. 

Company Law Board has no power to revive the corporate in terms of Section 

560(6), because the powers under it section were unconditional within the court. 

      Case Laws related to Strike Off or Restoration of Company 

1.During the time of striking off, the company was flourishing but accounts and 

returns could not be filed with roc because of the negligence of Secretary, 

restoration was ordered subject to the payment of costs, and also the completion 

of different formalities, still as payment recently fee or different charges. Vats 

Association P. Ltd. v. ROC,
10

  

2.      Due to clerical negligence there was non-filing of returns/accounts. 

Restoration was ordered subject to fulfillment of applicable formalities. 

Himalaya Packaging & Printing P. Ltd. v. ROC,
11

  

3.      A company was incorporated for producing bound merchandise. Such 

manufacture needed government sanction that the company didn't get. The 

decision maker (petitioner) by a letter wise the Registrar that the company 

couldn't begin business and requested that the name be affected off the register 

and to treat the company as defunct. Thereafter, the petitioner received 

complaints on with the summons from the Special Court of Chief Judicial 

magistrate (Economic Offences) directive him to seem in court. The Registrar 

failed to submit any reason why he had not struck off the company as requested. 

He was directed to pass an applicable order on the company‟s request invoking 

power under section 560 (1). S. M. Thaj v. ROC,
12

  

                                                
9
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4.      The name of the company was struck off on an application under section 

560. Thereafter, the management of the company modified. The new 

management brought forth a proposal for the revival of the company. Their 

application of the restoration of the company was accepted. There was no 

objection from the Registrar. 

5.      The name of an organization was struck off on an application below 

“Simplified Exit scheme.” The shareholders subsequently sought-after to revive 

the corporate attributable to the favorable market conditions. The court directed 

restoration of the company‟s name. VI Brij Fiscal Services P. Ltd. vs. Registrar 

of Companies
13

  

6.      The company‟s name was struck off once issue of notice beneath section 

560 (1) & (2) for failure to file balance sheets and annual returns. It absolutely 

was found that the notice under section 560 (2) was issued beyond the 

prescribed period of limitation and see under section 560 (3) wasn't served in 

any respect. The company filed the required documents before the problem of 

second notice. The court declared that the company had remained operating 

since its origination. Aakankcha Security Service & Co. P. Ltd. v.Union of 

India,
14

  

 Dormant Company under Companies act, 2013 

According to section 455 of corporations Act, 2013 Dormant Company is 

associate inactive company that has not been carrying any business or has not 

created any important accounting dealing within the last two financial years. 

Such company may make an application to the Registrar for getting the standing 

of a dormant company. Concurrently, the Registrar may additionally suo motu 

direct such an organization for the standing of a dormant company. The 

Registrar on thought of the appliance permit the standing of a dormant company 

to the soul and issue a certificate in form MSC-1&2 thereto impact. The 

Registrar shall maintain a register of dormant companies under the portal 

maintained by the Ministry of company Affairs. 

 Penalties 
 a) In case application is filed in violation of section 248(1) 

In pursuance of Section 249(2) that if a company files an application in 

violation of Section 248(1) it shall be punishable with fine which may extend 

to Rs. 1 lakh. 

 b) In case application is filed with the intention to defraud 

Section 251(1) provides that wherever it's found that an application by a 

company has been created with the aim of evading the liabilities of the 

                                                
13
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corporate or with the intention to deceive the creditors or to defraud the other 

persons, the persons answerable of the management of the corporate shall, 

nonetheless that the corporate has been notified as dissolved, be together and 

severally liable of anyone or persons who had incurred loss or damages as a 

results of the corporate being notified as dissolved; and be punishable for fraud 

within the manner as provided in Section 247. Moreover, ROC can also 

advocate prosecution of the persons chargeable for the filing of an application 

underneath Section 248(2).
15

 

7. Conclusion 

The section 248 to 252 of the Act akin to the sooner provisions under the 

companies Act 1956 looks additional dominant in terms of authorizations and 

procedures. It‟s beyond any doubt the foremost speedy way to stop working a 

corporation as compare to different modes of shut down under the companies 

Act. Even though the corporate will simply dissolve through this mode and its 

name far from the ROC's registers the liabilities continues on each director, 

officer and members of the corporate and should be implemented within the 

same manner as if the corporate had not been dissolved. Additionally, by 

providing restoration provisions, the corporate that has been affected off could 

get an opportunity to revive its name within the register and acquire active with 

the permission of assembly even among twenty years of being affected off. 

Since the notification of the take away provisions under the Act, the ROC 

became terribly active in sending notices to the companies that looks eligible for 

take away under section 248(1) of the Act and such notices are being denoted at 

the portal of MCA recently. The companies area unit needed to require 

guardianship whereas making reply to such notices to the ROC and it ought to 

be kept in mind that strike off doesn't relieve the administrators and members 

from their liabilities, if any, under the law. 
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